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6Ars eleCtronICA solutIons

Ars Electronica Solutions creates customized interactive products and 
services in three areas: shop experience, event & show design, and 
brandlands & exhibitions. 

Products and services are precisely adapted to the needs of a highly diversified list of international clients, and we make them 
available flexibly on both a short-term lease or outright purchase basis. In consistently coming through with just the right answers, 
Ars Electronica Solutions takes advantage of Ars Electronica’s peerless global competence network. That’s what ensures we’re 
always on the cutting edge and the first to spot what’s next.

Contact:
Ars Electronica Solutions  l  Ludlgasse 19 (Tabakfabrik Linz)  l  A-4020 Linz  l  Austria
Tel.: 0043.732.7272.35  l  E-Mail: solutions@aec.at  l  Web: www.aec.at/solutions
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Senior Director: Michael Badics

Project Management: 
Barbara Hinterleitner, Claus Zweythurm, Eva Falkner,
Gabriele Purdue, Harald Moser, Johanna Mathauer,
Kathrin A. Meyer, Pascal Maresch, Stephan Pointner 

Finance & Organisation: Yvonne Hauser
Marketing: Roland Reiter
Business Management: Stefan Rozporka

Media Design:
Markus Wipplinger, My-Trinh Gardiner, Stefan Dorn

Director Creative Technologies: Andreas Pramböck

Architectural Design / Creative Technologies: 
Gerald Priewasser

Engineering / Creative Technologies: 
Ali Nikrang, Andrea Rovescalli, Benjamin Olsen, Cecile Bucher, 
Christoph Hofbauer, Fadil Kujundžić, Gerald Sixt, Lukas Bischof, 
Martina Karrer, Petros Kataras, Poorya Piroozan

Technical Operations / Creative Technologies: 
Dietmar Peter, Lars Witez, Patrick Müller, Stefan Fuchs

Maintenance & Support / Creative Technologies: 
Thomas Lengauer
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eVent & sHoW DesIGn
In staging one-of-a-kind events and shows, Ars Electronica Solutions comes up with smart ways to use innovative technologies 
to create extraordinary worlds of experience. The futuristic repertoire of the Event & Show Design division features real-time 
3D, augmented reality, virtual environments, music visualizations, ambient design, interface design for product presentations at 
tradeshows, and the Quadcopter Dance Ensemble for a spectacle that’s nothing less than amazing. All of them available flexibly 
on both a short-term lease or outright purchase basis.

BrAnDlAnDs & eXHIBItIons
Ars Electronica Solutions’ Brandlands & Exhibitions division conceives and produces media-based exhibitions, interactive 
installations, and participative formats for a wide array of communications objectives and usage scenarios. With our didactic 
know-how, insights into how branding works, and an in-house creative staff with the right stuff to put great ideas into action, 
we design sites and experiences that provide visitors with exciting identification and participation possibilities, and that stay with 
them beyond the confines of the exhibition scenario. To do it, we harness innovative communication trends and state-of-the-art 
technologies. Our creative endeavors pursue the approach to media art that has made a name for Ars Electronica worldwide.

Aes BusIness DIVIsIons
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sHop eXperIenCe
Changes in consumers’ shopping behavior and the digitization of retailing mean that shop formats of the future have to master 
interesting challenges. Ars Electronica Solutions’ Shop Experience division focuses on the smart implementation and integration 
of multimedia answers and interactive installations to retailers’ needs. (Mobile)Shop-/Product Experience and (Media)Art-in-Store 
are what make dazzling things happen where buying decisions are made.

urBAn meDIA DeVelopment
The division Urban Media Development explores the relations between urban space and the evolution of media in this specific 
space. One of the main deliverables is designing media environments that provide users with the ability to understand and to 
participate in the complexity of nowadays’ media processes – for instance, in the area of urban planning.
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Consulting
‘We can advise you’
Ars Electronica Solutions provides a comprehensive consulting portfolio which supports you in the development of your idea and 
proposed project. We’ll find solutions for your planned project and advise you regarding decisions in terms of creativity, technology 
and business. It is our concern to solve your requests according to the individual requirements – for instance, which technology 
would you like to use? Which interaction is appropriate for your project? Which of your ideas can be realized in the best way?

Concept
‘We work it out’
We support you with the creation of your individual concept. From researching and generating ideas to technological planning and 
calculation: we develop a professional, creative concept out of your idea. In this context, you benefit from Ars Electronica’s unique 
artistic approach, as well as from the future-oriented knowhow of our multi-faceted team. Due to our comprehensive experience 
in planning and realizing projects, we find the appropriate solutions for extraordinary concepts on the highest level. 
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Creation & Customizing
‘We make it happen’
In order to realize your creative concept, we provide you with our extensive experience in the realization of artistic projects. We 
take care of realizing projects developed on your own as well as client-specific developments and adaptations of Ars Electronica 
Solutions products. According to your needs, we ensure a creative and efficient realization of whole projects or part projects which 
require the knowhow and artistic approach of Ars Electronica.  

maintenance & support
‘We keep in touch’
After a project has been realized we take care of the maintenance and operation of Ars Electronica Solutions products and 
installations. Often new requirements evolve after projects have been finished, which lead to changes in the functionality. In 
addition to such change requests and adaptations, our “Maintenance & Support” portfolio also includes a wide range of support 
services ensuring a long-term success of the project. 
 



Event & Show DesignproJeCts

4 ACES – Urban Art Scavenger Hunt
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Interactive scavenger hunt at Vienna Hofburg 
4 ACES is an interactive art game based upon geo mapping points. Participants are sent on an interactive scavenger hunt 
through the Vienna Hofburg. On the way, they have to solve problems by means of a mobile app that leads them on an 
itinerary with intermediate stops to a destination not disclosed in advance. Ars Electronica Solutions produced the app, 
which uses diverse multimedia content to specify the scavenger hunt’s route.



Event & Show DesignproJeCts

MUSEUMSQUARTIER VIENNA – MQ App
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the new mQ App for smartphones 
The MQ App keeps visitors up to date with events and concerts as well as all other highlights on the MuseumsQuartier 
programme. The “VICE recommends” program provides details of must-see music events around Vienna – and the on-
board map helps visitors find their way around the MuseumsQuartier.



Event & Show DesignproJeCts

AUSTRIAN NATIONAL TOURISM OFFICE

ITB Berlin 2014
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Interactive Installations at the World’s leading travel trade Fair
The Austrian National Tourism Office’s exhibition stand attracted visitors of the leading travel trade fair ITB Berlin with 
interactive exhibits. Two “(In)Sights” tables enabled visitors to explore Austria’s tourist destinations and to retrieve digital 
information via objects such as clefs, cups and maps. In addition, Ars Electronica Solutions designed the spectacular 
visualization for the exhibition stand.



AUSTRIAN NATIONAL TOURISM OFFICE

 atb_sales 2014

Event & Show DesignproJeCts
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new version of Geopulse at Austria’s largest tourism event
From January 26 to 28, 2014, the atb_sales – Austria’s largest tourism event – took place at the Reed Conference Center 
Vienna. Ars Electronica Solutions developed a brandnew version of the popular GeoPulse exhibit, which enabled visitors to 
explore Austria’s Federal Provinces via digital pen (Anoto pen).
Through touching places on the maps with a pen, visitors could retrieve a variety of information about each place on a 
screen (pictures, statistics, videos,…). In addition, several main topics were available for selection. This enabled visitors to 
go for a „virtual walk“ through individual places – or through all of Austria. GeoPulse was honoured at the Austrian State 
Prize for Multimedia and e-business in 2013.



Event & Show DesignproJeCts

AUSTRIAN EVENT AWARD 

Shadowgram
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“social Brainstorming” at the Austrian event Award
The Event Award is Austria’s premier award show in the area of event marketing. At the Event Award, a jury of experts 
awarded prizes in 11 categories; in addition, a special prize for Green Events was awarded.
Ars Electronica’s Shadowgram invited visitors to participate in the process of “social brainstorming” in a special setting: 
artist Christian Ridder painted a large-format picture during the event. Later, visitors added their own touch to the painting 
by sticking their Shadowgrams on it. The resulting work of art reflected the mood of the event, according to the motto 
“From Spectacle to Sense”.



Event & Show DesignproJeCts

A1 

35th Anniversary A1 Technology Center Arsenal
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spectacular video installation at A1 anniversary
The A1 radio tower at Vienna Arsenal was built in the 1970s; it was opened in 1978, together with other buildings of the 
former postal management in Vienna, Lower Austria and Burgenland. For the 35th anniversary, A1 invited clients, partners, 
scientists and opinion leader to the Arsenal, in order to provide a look behind the scenes of Austria’s premier communication 
provider. The highlights at the anniversary celebration were the illuminated A1 radio tower and a wall of the building that 
was used to present the A1 brand and all its facets via a unique video installation realized by Ars Electronica Solutions.



Event & Show DesignproJeCts

LE SACRE DU PRINTEMPS in Beijing
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unique performance in China
The musical visualization of The Rite of Spring by media artist Klaus Obermaier and Ars Electronica is a 21st-century 
update of Igor Stravinsky’s revolutionary 1931 ballet. Through the use of state-of-the-art technology, the interplay of real, 
virtual and musical spheres complements the composition’s numerous tonal and rhythmic innovations. The audience thus 
witnesses a staged performance that is truly trailblazing, one that attains a level of quality and intensity that matches the 
power and impact of this work’s highly controversial premiere.
Ars Electronica Solutions presented this spectacular music visualization in China for the first time.



Event & Show DesignproJeCts

  

AUSTRIAN LOTTERIES – Innovation Day
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shadowgram & Brain Battle
Innovation Day, an event for employees of Austrian Lotteries, featured Ars Electronica’s installations Shadowgram and 
Brain Battle. Shadowgram, an innovative spin-off of “social brainstorming” enabled participants to communicate their 
thoughts, ideas and opinions in a creative way. Stickers in the shape of the participants’ silhouettes are put on a map, 
together with speech bubbles containing personal statements. With its innovative brain-computer interfaces, Brain Battle, 
invited participants to use the power of their thoughts and their facial expressions to control computer games.



Event & Show DesignproJeCts

AUSTRIAN NATIONAL TOURIST OFFICE

atb_experience 
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mobile Geopulse in Carinthia
Ars Electronica Solutions realized six mobile interactive terminals for the “atb_experience”, an event by the Austrian 
National Tourist Office. The terminals granted visitors access to statistics, pictures and real time data about tourism in 
Austria’s federal states via an interactive brochure.
With an Anoto pen, visitors retrieve tourism-related information by selecting locations on the maps included in the 
brochure. Since the data is displayed on screens, other visitors are able to enjoy the information as well.



Event & Show DesignproJeCts

SCHATTDECOR - interzum
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Interactive multi-touch presentation tool
An interactive presentation tool was realized which introduced the visitors to the “Digital World by Schattdecor” at the 
interzum in Cologne. The visitors of the the world’s biggest trade fair for suppliers of the furniture industry explored 
Schattdecor’s digital competencies, discovered company locations and retrieved location oriented services and product 
capability via a multi-touch table. The multi-touch technology allows several users to engage with the interactive content.



Event & Show DesignproJeCts

LINZ AG – Sunfl owers
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Interactive installation in Freistadt
The LINZ AG Sunflowers in Freistadt advertises the generation of electricity using solar energy to the people. Just as 
the weather conditions (from cloudy to sunny) affect the Solar Sunflowers’ power production – and, consequently, the 
emitted light – the visitors can interact with the installation on site or via the internet and influence the light emitted by 
the Solar Sunflowers. The LINZ AG Sunflowers is an art project by sculptor Konrad Feichtinger, realized in cooperation with 
Metalltechnik J. Deubler, electric engineering gmbh, ertex solar and Ars Electronica Solutions.



Event & Show DesignproJeCts

LIEBHERR – bauma 2013
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Interactive presentation tool
With the Compactlader L 506, Liebherr introduced an innovation in the product segment of wheel loaders at the bauma 
2013, the largest fair in the world. For the presentation of the new Liebherr product, a moveable touchscreen was realized 
displaying information of the product depending on its position. While moving the “Slide Presenter”, it informs users about 
the actual individual parts of the product.



Event & Show DesignproJeCts

BACKALDRIN - IBA Wall
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Interactive presentation tool
Together with our partner Netural, Ars Electronica Solutions developed an interactive, gesture-controlled wall for backaldrin’s 
fair stand at the IBA – the international trade fair for the world market of baking.
The installation enabled visitors to view the company from new perspectives and to actively engage with the various 
contents. The wall reacted to each visitor and encouraged him or her to get to know backaldrin and the company’s employees. 
As an eye-catcher and interactive information tool, the backaldrin IBA Wall was a very popular IBA fair trade attraction.



PROVINCIAL GOVERNMENT OF LOWER AUSTRIA

N[oe]cleus

Brandlands & ExhibitionsproJeCts
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multimedia sound sculpture in Brussels 
The sound sculpture N[oe]cleus by architect Marie-Therese Harnoncourt and composer Rupert Huber is an abstraction of 
a map of Lower Austria, featuring places of relevance in terms of art and culture. Ars Electronica Solutions enhanced the 
installation with an interactive dimension: via multimedia terminals, users can point beams of light on the sculpture. Once 
the light “touches” a certain place of interest, the information related to its cultural aspects is presented on the terminal 
screen. On October 14, 2014, N[oe]cleus was presented at the 20th anniversary celebration of the Lower Austrian liaison 
office in Brussels.



Brandlands & ExhibitionsproJeCts

BMEIA – TouchWall
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Interactive wall at the ministry  
Since Austrian National Day 2014, an interactive wall created by Ars Electronica Solutions provides visitors of the Federal 
Ministry for Europe, Integration and Foreign Affairs with information about the Ministry’s worldwide subsidiaries.
Via touch, visitors select menu items such as “foreign affairs”, “foreign culture” or “integration” and retrieve information 
about the Ministry’s manifold activities. Special features include gigapixel images as well as Ars Electronica’s popular tool 
GeoPulse.



Brandlands & ExhibitionsproJeCts

GEOPARK KARAWANKEN – Information Center
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Geopulse at the Geopark Information Center 
The cross-border Geopark Karawanken – based in Bad Eisenkappel – is an area of outstanding geological heritage. Three 
and a half years ago the project “Geopark Information Center” was launched, the costs of which (more than 2.5 million 
euros) were for the most part funded by the EU. The concept for the Geopark Information Center was created by Wolfgang 
Giegler (The Spell), Claus Zweythurm (Ars Electronica Solutions) and Walter Poltnig (Joanneum Research) – together with 
the leaders of the Geopark project. For the visualization of scientific, geological data, the Ars Electronica Solutions product 
GeoPulse was chosen. Here, visitors are invited to explore the topics of “geology”, “natural area”, “communities” and 
“tourism” on three screens and a large table (2.7 m x 1.6 m).



Brandlands & ExhibitionsproJeCts

LINZ CHANGES
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exhibition pavillon 
The exhibition pavillon LINZ CHANGES is a project by the consortium Linz. Thirteen interactive installations present 
intriguing and amazing facts about the provincial capitol. The installations developed by the Ars Electronica encourage 
citizens to learn more about their enviroment. While “We are Linz” combines pictures taken of the visitors into weirdly 
charming mash-ups, “(In)Sights” compares historical pictures of the city to their present counterpart. The new Installations 
“Open Commons_Linz” and “3D Viewer” focus on Linz being a City of Life and add to the other popular stations, such as 
“Finger Marathon”, “SimLinz” and “Panorama”.



GÖSSER – Brewery Museum:  redesign 2014

Brandlands & ExhibitionsproJeCts
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Interactive exhibits at the brewery museum
With the re-designed exhibition space at the Gösser brewery museum, Ars Electronica Solutions created a new highlight for 
the museum’s visitors from all over the world. While some exhibits were already slightly re-designed in 2013, Ars Electronica 
Solutions developed several interactive installations for the museum’s upper level, which convey the history of Gösser as 
well as a responsible consumption of alcohol. Via gesture control, visitors navigate through an interactive timeline. The 
vistors’ gestures are recognized through laser tracking, and the information (e.g. animations and videos) is displayed on 
the interactive wall. Other exhibits include the “scratch picture” – a screen that allows visitors to see the past – and an 
interactive quiz table that invites visitors to test their knowledge of the topic of beer.



Brandlands & ExhibitionsproJeCts

L’ORACLE DU PAPILLON – The Exhibition
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new exhibition in switzerland 
Ars Electronica Solutions has played a major role in conceiving, planning and implementing the exhibition „L’Oracle du 
papillon“ in Fribourg, Switzerland. The main topic of this interactive exhibition is sustainability. All exhibits were designed 
to make the visitors aware of the little steps leading to environmental protection. Geocity, a new version of Ars Electronica 
Solutions’ popular product GeoPulse, is an exhibition space that allows visitors to explore the changes in Fribourg in the 
course of time in a playful and exciting way. The exhibition space “Solutions Centre” presents possibilities of how to take 
measures for environmental protection.



Brandlands & ExhibitionsproJeCts

AEC – NEXTCOMIC@FamilyDays
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Interactive application for the AeC archive table  
The Ars Electronica Center was one of the locations of the comic festival NEXTCOMIC. Ars Electronica Solutions developed 
an application for the archive table, which enabled visitors to explore comic strips on an interactive screen, all of which 
dealing with television shows: The Swiss comic magazine “Strapazin” invited more than 150 artists from all over the world 
to draw their favorite television show in one single comic strip – the shortest comic format.
At the archive table, visitors were able to read comic strips ranging from A Team and ALF to MacGyver, Knight Rider, Twin 
Peaks and Zorro.



Brandlands & ExhibitionsproJeCts

MED-EL World
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new interactive exhibition
MED-EL World is the Audioversum’s newest exhibition, a fun, interactive way to get acquainted with MED-EL – The Hearing 
Implant Company and the amazing high-tech solutions they have developed.
Ars Electronica Solutions has created a series of installations for MED-EL World that are designed to enable Audioversum 
visitors to experience the individual implant systems—how they function and their areas of application—as well as the 
company’s history and mission. Here, you can use highly innovative media technologies such as a hologram and a seeing 
screen for a real close-up, hands-on encounter with MED-EL.



Brandlands & ExhibitionsproJeCts

GÖSSER – Brewery Museum
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redesign of exhibits
The brewery museum in Göss (Leoben) is a highlight for many tourists in Styria. The museum conveys experiences and 
know-how about the art of brewing and events connected to the Gösser brand. Together with Ars Electronica Solutions, 
Gösser has realized a subtle redesign of the museum. The museal structure of the tour was improved through technical 
finesse, while charme and history of selected exhibits are experienced through a variety of visual means.



proJeCts Brandlands & Exhibitions

MUSIC THEATER LINZ
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Interactive Installations at the music theater linz
Ars Electronica realized several interactive installations (Music Theater Frieze, Audio Bar, Card Table and Cinebox) 
for the new Music Theater in Linz, which provide comprehensive insights to the variety of genres in the world that is 
musical theater. In addition, information relating to current performances are presented in a playful manner.



Brandlands & ExhibitionsPROJECTS
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Acoustic Adventures
The interactive exhibition AUDIOVERSUM was conceptualized and realized in Innsbruck for the company MED-EL. This 
exhibition provides a unique insight to the topic of hearing. Various interactive exhibits encourage the visitors to consciously 
engage in the world of hearing. The individual installations convey information about the ear in a playful and creative way 
and enable new perspectives of acoustic perception.

Please visit the AUDIOVERSUM website for more details: www.audioversum.at



Brandlands & ExhibitionsproJeCts

SWAROVSKI – Voyage of Discovery
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Interactive presentation tool
VOYAGE OF DISCOVERY is an interactive presentation tool the Ars Electronica Futurelab developed to encounter the 
Swarovski brand inspiringly. VOYAGE OF DISCOVERY is being used in conjunction with Swarovski’s WELCOME EXPERIENCEs 
that are part of the orientation of new staff members. VOYAGE OF DISCOVERY is a walk-through immersive space in which 
the barriers separating physical and virtual reality dissolve. Walls, tables and books are coated with a practically invisible 
code developed by the Swedish company Anoto and can be “read” by a special digital pen. Thus, all objects blend into a 
single interactive surface.



Brandlands & ExhibitionsproJeCts

SUNDSVALL – Visitors’ Center
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Interactive information platform for visitors
(In)Sights, an interactive installation, was adapted for use in a visitors’ center in Sundsvall, Sweden. (In)Sights grants 
visitors access to information about the city and its development. As a way to get acquainted with Sundvall’s region, simple 
and intuitive interfaces including postcards, dolls and other objects enable users to display digital content (texts, images, 
videos) on an interactive table.



Shop Experience

UMDASCH – Shopfi tting App

proJeCts
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sales-supporting app
A sales-supporting Umdasch Shopfitting App was developed for optimal use on the Samsung ATIV Tab. Besides a 
comprehensive overview of the company, the entire portfolio, the company’s history, references and documents can be 
presented in a flexible way. A CMS enables the individual adaptation, while interfaces provide a dynamic update of content. 



Shop ExperienceproJeCts

UMDASCH – RAG Shopping Wall
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prototype of a new shop format in a world of digital retailing
In cooperation with Umdasch Shopfitting, Europe’s leading shop design firm, fashion retailer RAG and Samsung, Ars 
Electronica Solutions developed an interactive shopping wall that lets customers browse RAG’s product portfolio by 
interacting with the Wall via RFID code on physical objects.
As an up-to-date interface at the point of sale (POS) for in-store customers as well as online shoppers, the Wall combines 
the haptic product experience with the possibilities of digital product information and online features.



Urban Media DevelopmentproJeCts

SMART CITY EXPO

AES at the Beijing Design Weeks
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Bee Hive, Geopulse and smart City
From September 26 to 30, 2014, Ars Electronica Solutions was part of the Beijing Design Weeks / Smart City Expo.
Ars Electronica Solutions Senior Director Michael Badics gave a talk about “Pulse, Data & City”. In addition, Ars Electronica’s 
exhibits GeoPulse and Bee Hive were presented at the Expo, as well as their various use cases.



Urban Media DevelopmentproJeCts

DREI

“There is another way” at Vienna Airport
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Gigapixel images and interaction at Vienna Airport
„Es geht auch anders” (“There is another way”) is the theme of a unique interactive installation now on display at Austrian 
Star Alliance Terminal Check-in 3 at Vienna International Airport. The project was realized by Ars Electronica Solutions for 
Hutchinson Drei Austria. The pictures that take the passengers into a magical world were created by the Swedish artist Kari 
Modén; the software that converted them into breathtaking tracking shots through these colorful worlds was developed 
by Ars Electronica.



Urban Media Development

VIENNA AIRPORT

From Austria to the World

proJeCts
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Gigapixel images of new York City featured at Vienna Airport
Five extraordinary giga-pixel images of New York City are now on display at the Austrian Star Alliance Terminal Check-in 3 
at the International Airport in Vienna. The pictures were taken by prizewinning Austrian photographer Lois Lammerhuber 
and are now portrayed by 165 screens clustered into a jumbo 15-meter-wide, 9-meter-high, 530-megapixel exhibit display. 
The software, converting the pictures into a breathtaking tracking shot through Manhattan, was developed by Ars 
Electronica Linz.



Urban Media DevelopmentproJeCts

GEOPULSE at AEC
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new exhibition at the Ars electronica Center
Ars Electronica Solutions realized the new exhibition GeoPulse at the Ars Electronica Center. GeoPulse puts a state-of-the-
art simulation & visualization tool into your hands and lets you explore Linz and other cities worldwide literally “single-
handedly.” Take hold of one of the digital pens, enter this walk-through interactive databank and use the pen to select 
letters, city maps, wall surfaces and other objects.
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